
Drone Mania! 

We are often asked if the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software 

can detect drones. Many of these requests are from those who 

simply do not understand the reality 

of the drone problem. So, directly to 

the point. Any spectrum analyzer 

with the appropriate radio           

frequency range and matching    

antenna can detect drones. 

Most of the commercial drone     

companies will even provide       

technical information to legitimate 

entities, such as law-enforcement 

agencies, with the operating frequencies and other relevant 

platform control system information. 

However, it is one thing to detect a possible drone frequency 

and another to respond to the threat in real-time, to prevent 

hostile intent. The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software can be 

deployed in a dimensional geo-location heat mapping mode 

across multiple radios to implement a formalized detection grid, 

whereas a single spectrum analyzer is useless in practice. 

Again, detection is not the problem; how you respond to the 

threat is the problem, and this has little to do with the spectrum 

analyzer, in what can be a matter of seconds or a minute or two 

at the most, before the drone accomplishes its hostile intent. 

Kestrel ® has advanced features on-board to invoke a response 

to a drone or any other radio-frequency based attack via our 

powerful Command Line Programming (CLP) TM capability, when 

such a response is legally authorized. 

The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software can easily interface 

with any third-party hardware at the application level to provide 

advanced capability to deal with drones, or respond to other 

types of remote threats. 

Jamming is generally illegal and very dangerous, if the drone is  

equipment with jamming detection, which can cause a payload 

to be dropped or even detonated in the case of and IED or 

chemical payload. 

The operator will clearly have no way to alert, or even target the 

drone with ECM or other means when one or more drones with 

competing radio-frequency technology are deployed against a 

soft target. It might also be remembered that a drone is consid-

ered to be an aircraft, and it is illegal to shoot down and aircraft. 

So, for all of those who plan on using a spectrum analyzer for 

drone detection, it is best to consider the legal liability that 

comes with being wrong about the detected signal, failure to 

recognize, or respond with an appropriate warning, or actively 

deal with a real threat in the way of a hostile drone. 

I strongly recommend that you ask the really hard questions, 

when someone tells you their products can be used to detect 

drones, the legal liability in every respect is yours! I am not sure 

why we have been getting so many inquires about whether our 

product can detect drones, of late? 

If they operate on a radio-frequency principle; are detectable 

based on the product frequency limits and propagation          

limitations and other factors, such as where is the drone, how 

fast is it closing on the target, where is the detection antenna, 

what type of detection antenna, what frequency range are you 

sweeping, etc., all need to be addressed in real-time. 

What is the point of claiming you can detect a drone with a 

spectrum analyzer, while it is dropping a hostile payload on  

your head? 

Time is the Critical Issue 

Using a spectrum analyzer to detect a drone or the controller, if 

it is close enough is simply not enough! A wide area geo-location 

capability may provide more time for reaction to the threat,   

but you better have a clear strategy as to how you are going     

to respond to the threat, that goes well beyond detection. 

I am not sure why we have had so many calls on this subject in 

the past couple of months, but we are happy to provide factual 

information about the capabilities and more importantly the 

limitations the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software and the 

complex subject of drone detection and response. 

It seems clear cut to me, that a basic spectrum analyzer has no 

direct value in responding to a hostile drone attack. Unless the 

detection system is deployed as part of a complete detect,    

respond and neutralize capability; or you are setting up for    

failure and legal liability. 

Paul D Turner, TSS TSI 

Remember, in a Moving Target Threat Model the   

Technical Operator is the Spectrum Analyzer... 
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Defensive Geo-Location 

As many people are aware, the Kestrel ® TSCM Professional 

Software RPAS capability is specifically designed to provide   

airborne geo-location heat mapping. Kestrel ® is the only TSCM 

airborne application on the market with this powerful capability. 

RPAS can fly pre-programmed search flight patterns and detect 

all in-range radio-frequency sources, pin-pointing signals of   

interest on the ground, and in-fact could be used to locate the 

drone controller or the drone in a counter-drone mission       

capability. The issue remains, what are you going to do about it! 

The warning and alerting capability time is too short for any 

meaningful protective management response. Payloads can  

include chemicals, explosives, projectiles, or crashing the drone 

into the intended target with absolute precision. Many drones 

also include custom radio, complex optical and inertial           

navigation systems resources that can evade ECM, and many 

drones are anti-jamming enhanced. With legal altitudes of 121 

meters, drones would be well outside of conventional jammers 

and remain a destructive threat. 

Automatic Software Update Tool 

Operators will never need deploy another old release of the 

Kestrel ® TSCM Professional Software again! Download the   

latest new milestone in the Kestrel ® TSCM Professional        

Software legacy. Our powerful new Automatic Software Update 

Tool is a simple to use resource. 

Check for new software releases and 

added new feature updates, each 

time the software is initialized and a 

network connection is present. This 

latest capability will significantly   

reduce the complexity of uninstalling 

and reinstalling new software releases, by taking control of the 

update process. To  accommodate secure off-grid air-gapped 

computers, the technical operator can simply add 

“inhibitupgrade” to the desktop shortcut command line, to   

prevent the software from automatically updating the software, 

or can use a full manually installed, air-gap release. As an       

experienced  technical operator, it is essential to utilize the   

latest software features and resources. New technology, is    

released on a regular basis and the new automatic update tool 

ensures that today’s software is tomorrow ready. 

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is innovative industry leading, disruptive technology, sold in 54 countries worldwide! 

Download the latest “bridgehead.exe” file from the Technical 

Support Group (TSG) TM Resource Centre website and get started 

with our innovative industry leading technology. The new auto      

update tool resource is designed to push the latest bug fixes, 

software tweaks, default setting updates, support file updates, 

and new features and functionality in real-time for immediate 

field deployment. The auto update tool is designed to minimize 

technical support challenges, resulting from operators running 

old software. The ability to receive real-time updates each time 

the Kestrel ® TSCM Professional Software is run, with a network 

connection present on the host computer, results in a server 

check for any incremental, or new file updates. The process only 

takes a few seconds for minor software updates, and a minute 

or so for computers that require major updates from the server. 

The operator has total control over the update process and can 

either allow the updater to run, or can simply choose to run the 

update at a later date or time. 
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